Message from Mrs Richards
I am incredibly proud to announce that Shaftesbury Park has received a special award from the LA for being one of the top
5 schools in Wandsworth for pupil progress as well as a letter of commendation from Nick Gibb MP for being in the top 3%
nationally in terms of pupil progress in reading, writing and maths combined. I know that this achievement has only been possible through the hard work of children, staff and parents and it is a reflection of the good progress we are making towards becoming an outstanding school.
Spring 2 highlights have included a whole school celebration of reading for pleasure on World Book Day, trips to
the Royal Opera House and the Wandsworth Junior Citizenship Scheme, visits from scientists, road safety experts, artists
from Battersea Arts Centre and even a visit from a host of farm animals! A personal highlight has been STEM week which
provided a wonderful opportunity for the children to display their genius in constructing a wealth of models, from rockets to
astronaut lunchboxes to planetary landscapes. Inviting parents into school to share in their children’s enthusiasm and thrill
of discovery was a huge success.
Well done to everyone who entered our STEM week competition. I was very impressed with the thought that
had clearly been put into the different models and it was extremely difficult to choose winners. We have the had the same
difficulty this week too in judging the Easter Modelling Competition. The creativity and intricacy of some of the designs is
really something to behold! I look forward to handing out prizes and certificates on Friday.
Looking forward to next term, please do read the dates for the diary. Our Summer Fete will be held earlier this academic year and will take place on Saturday 20th May. I would also like to draw your attention to the bank holiday on 1st
May and the staff inset day on 3rd July (in the Summer 2 half-term) when the school will be closed to pupils. May I take
this opportunity to wish you all an enjoyable Easter break! I look forward to seeing you all after holidays, refreshed and
ready for another exciting term!

Just a few highlights...

Don’t forget...
To pay school dinner money online:
http://www.scopay.com/shaftesburyparkprimary-wandsworth
To buy uniform online:
http://shaftesburypark.gooddies.co.uk/

The Zebras have had a great half
term. We have enjoyed our topic
on farm animals. We have used
our imagination whilst taking on
different character roles within
the Farm shop, Farm Café and the
vets. Within letters and sounds,
we have looked at alliteration and
are very skilled in identifying initial sounds we can hear in words.
We also entered a poetry competition which reinforced our knowledge of rhyme. The Zebras enjoyed dressing up as our favourite
story book characters for World
Book Day and also having 'crazy
hair and hats' for Red Nose Day.
We have ended our term with
balance bike training and a visit
from a farm.
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This term has flown by!
The Tigers have really enjoyed
finding out all about Farm
Animals. We have been finding out answers to all our questions. Tigers have
enjoyed our role play areas: the vet, a
farm shop and a farm cafe. We have used
a lot of writing! We have been looking at
different 2D and 3D shapes. We can
describe shape really well! We read lots
of stories and especially enjoyed Rosie’s
Walk, Pig in a Pond and Farmer Duck. We
are continuing to improve our reading
and writing by using our letters and
sounds. Our STEM week was lots of fun.
We loved having our families in school
trying out different experiments. We
loved our farm visit. It was so exciting to
see animals in our playground! Make
sure you practise reading with the Tigers
every day during the holidays! Have a
Happy Easter!

The Leopards have had a busy
and exciting half term
learning about farm animals,
ending with a visit from a
farm to our playground! In maths we
have been learning to describe shapes,
and different ways to make number
bonds to 5 and 10. We have also been
practising adding and taking away numbers. In French we have been making
silly sentences about farm animals, learning how to look after farm animals and
learning where they live. We had a fantastic STEM week, doing different experiments including a balloon race outside.
Every one got really excited about making
the balloon go as far and as fast as possible! This week we learnt how to ride
balance bikes, and we’re very lucky to
now have our own balance bikes to
practice with in the playground!

The Hedgehogs have packed so
much new learning into this
half term. Maths Mastery has
seen us exploring addition and
subtraction within 50 before being introduced to fractions for the very first time.
In the past week we have been measuring length and weight which has been
great fun. There's really no Maths topic
we don't thoroughly enjoy in Hedgehogs! Meanwhile we have been drawing
on our IPC topic 'What's it made of?' to
inspire much of our writing in Literacy. A
highlight has to be re-writing The Three
Little Pigs using a different material and
its properties for each house. As budding astronauts we were over the moon
with the theme for STEM week. We took
part in an exciting Science workshop and
then designed and built our own rockets! We now have one last term as
Hedgehogs before we transform into
Owls. Bring it on!

The Badgers Class have been
super busy this half term,
exploring different materials and their
properties, and thinking about what
materials might be best for building various things such as a house or a space
ship. One of our highlights this term was
STEM WEEK. The children had a great
time investigating the inside of a space
shuttle and designing and building their
own rockets. In Maths we have been
working really hard, using the Dienes to
add and subtract with 2-digit numbers,
and are starting to learn about measurements too, such as length and weight.
Our work in Literacy has included some
very creative story writing and spacethemed poetry. The Badgers have been
speaking lots of French this term and are
getting more confident in using their
knowledge of French in day-to-day conversations and when talking about our
learning in class. Bonnes vacances tout le
monde!

We’ve reached the end of another
term and I can happily say that
it’s been a really good one. Well done
to all Owls children who have put an
excellent effort into this term and have
made good progress. We have been
learning about ‘Water’ and have explored all the different uses for it in
our lives, creating a daily tick-list for all
the different activities we carry out
that use water. In science week Owls
became Astronauts and learnt what it
would be like to live in space. They
thoroughly enjoyed using different
types of materials to design and make
packed lunch containers to take to
space. In Numeracy, Owls have learnt
about money and the different values
of coins and notes. They have also
learnt to solve many problems involving money. Our topic next term will be
‘Hooray... Lets Go on Holiday’. I wish
everyone a fabulous Easter Holiday.
PS. P.E. Will continue on Wednesdays.
Dance will be on Monday afternoons.

We have reached the end of
Another very busy term and I can
safely say these Foxes are ready for a rest!
Our IPC topic ‘Water World’ or ‘Le Monde
de L’eau’ has allowed us to delve into some
really interesting topics. We started by
recognising the value of water and created
some super posters to encourage people to
save water. We also looked at the different
types of water around us and compared
fresh water animals to marine animals. This
all linked in nicely with our fantastic work on
Julia Donaldson’s book ’The Snail and the
Whale’. Here, the children used their computing skills to complete their own research
on whales as well as write a book review of
their favourite Julia Donaldson book. In
STEM week we investigated what an astronaut needs to travel into space. We then
learnt about the properties of materials and
used this knowledge to help us design and
build our own lunchboxes fit for an astronaut. It was great to have the parents come
along too. Thank you! In Maths, the children
have enjoyed having money in their hands
these last few weeks! We are now ready for
the next challenge of fractions! I hope you
all have a restful holiday. Bonnes Vacances!

The Penguins have worked so
hard this term! In Literacy the
Children wrote very amusing
Poems entitled “Please Ms
Lagartixa!” based on Allan Ahlberg’s
original, “Please Mrs Butler!” Our
Maths learning has been very interesting too, with lots of new learning
about time and fractions. We had a
particularly enjoyable Maths Investigation Day during which we learnt all
about how to plan a day trip to London
using different timetables. Our IPC
topic “Turn it Up!” and our Stem Week
learning have been about light, sound
and space. We also enjoyed a day at
Lambeth Academy, where took part in
a range of bilingual activities. A real
highlight of this term was our visit to
the Royal Opera House to see
“Madame Butterfly”. The children had
a wonderful time and behaved so
sensibly throughout. Well done Penguins, I look forward to seeing you in
the Summer Term!

It’s been a really nice term and
the children have really done
well. Within maths we have learnt
all about how to tell the time, some of us
have also explored how to solve time
problems. In Literacy we have written
poems, articles about noise pollution and
instructions. We have enjoyed our IPC
topic ‘Turn It Up’ where we have learnt
all about pitch, rhythm, tone and explored how sound travels. We have also
learnt about light and dark, how light
travels and how we see things. We were
very lucky to have a workshop led by
‘Almost Always Muddy’, in association
with Battersea Arts Centre. The children
thoroughly enjoyed the construction
workshop linked to story settings. Towards the end of term, we were also very
lucky to go and watch Madame Butterfly
at the Royal Opera House, which was
thoroughly enjoyed by the children and
staff! Mr Pett has come to the end of his
school placement. We will be sad to see
him go but wish him all the best. Have a
wonderful half term break!

I want to give a great round of
applause to all of Seals class
for their incredibly informative and
well-delivered sharing assembly. I am
beyond proud of each and every student
in the class as they have worked so hard
this term and indeed this year. During the
Spring term alone, we discussed topics
such as the theory of evolution and the
theory of population, as well as learning
all about Earth’s Land, Sea and Sky and
some of the animals which inhabit the
connected ecosystems of our planet!
STEM week was a great success! We built
our very own rockets and applied our
learning of air resistance and the science
behind aerodynamics to investigate
which rocket shapes would launch the
furthest. In Literacy we focused primarily
on Shakespeare and historic play: Macbeth. We transformed our classroom into
a courtroom and each took on a legal
role to decide whether Macbeth was in
fact guilty of murder! We are all very
excited about Summer Term! Have a
fantastic break!!

It’s been such an enjoyable
half term in Sharks class and
all of the children have worked really
hard on improving their focus. We’ve
read Shakespeare’s Macbeth which led to
some excellent drama work and a court
case to find out who was responsible for
the death of King Duncan! In maths lessons we are working with decimal numbers learning how to compare, order,
round, add and subtract them. Lots of
practical activities like playing tug of war
and building and launching rockets have
helped us to understand the forces which
are all around us. Other highlights of the
half term include our trip to see ’Cheerio
and Keep Smiling,’ we thoroughly enjoyed learning the songs and then singing
them as part of the play. I was so impressed with the classes sharing assembly
which they wrote and prepared themselves, showing just how creative and
talented they all are. We start swimming
lessons after the Easter holidays on
Wednesday afternoons. Have a really
relaxing break.

Explosive rockets, walks on
Venus, creating our own
podcasts and programming robots have
been just some of the highlights Spring
Term 2. In Maths, we have used data
handling lessons to help us deliver the
most popular podcasts for our school,
community and started to apply our
knowledge of arithmetic to solve problems across the curriculum. In literacy,
we have focused on persuasive language
to create TV adverts and brochures in
order to convince people to come to
STEM Week and to visit the planets of
our solar system. In IPC, I have been
impressed with Turtles Class’ ability to
focus their logic and reflect effectively to
turn technical drawings into operational
rockets and use experimental design
lessons to rigorously test their inventions. Another highlight this term was
our visit to the Wandsworth Junior Citizenship Day, where Year 5 showed great
maturity whilst learning valuable life
lessons.

This half term Dolphins have
been learning all about how
the world began! Our topic, 'Out of Africa'
has been very interesting and we have
enjoyed learning about the evolution of
animals and how life started in the sea. We
all loved researching and learning about
dinosaurs. We wrote detailed nonchronological reports on a chosen dinosaur,
thinking about our sentence structure and
punctuation. We followed this piece of
writing with a fantastic story, inspired by
Lucy’s journey to a new world in the Narnia
stories. We focused on description
and describing the world that dinosaurs
used to live in and I was so impressed with
the language choices the Dolphins made. As
well as this we learnt all about fossils and
created our own fossils! In Maths we have
been busy revising some key formal methods and have worked hard at our understanding of ratio and proportion. We are
now experts at forwards rolls and cartwheels as we have had expert tuition from
Janice, our gymnastics teacher. Have a
lovely break everyone.

